
PURe Liner – 
The innovation in release  
agent-free foaming



The production of PU molded parts made of soft, semi-rigid, rigid and integral foam generally involves the 
use of release agents which contain wax. These release agents keep the polyurethane from adhering to the 
surface of the mold and ensure damage-free ejection. The PURe Liner performs this function without the use 
of release agents of any kind, thereby making it possible to optimize the production process considerably. 
The concept is suitable for a broad spectrum of serial production applications.

PURe Liner – The concept at a glance 

The PURe Liner principle:

The PURe Liner is a semi-permanent mold liner 
made of self-releasing plastic compound. Patented by 
Kunststofftechnik Wiesmayer GmbH of Neustadt a.d. Donau, 
Germany, this process has been further developed by FRIMO 
with regard to the front-foaming (partial back-foaming of 
inserted carriers) of polyurethanes.

 � After demolding the PURe Liner generally 
remains in the cavity.

 � It covers the entire foamed portion of the lower 
section and the contact surfaces which seal against 
the carrier (front-foaming).

 � The PURe Liner covers the whole surface of the 
mold and is held in position.

 � Easy replacement of the PURe Liner.

 � Long service life, depending on the foam 
system > 500 cycles

 � Surface structures such as grain patterns 
can be applied.

Savings potential

The use of release agents incurs additional costs over the 
lifetime of a project, which can be broken down into the 
following categories:

 � Direct, release agent-based costs

 - Release agent / wax release agent
 - Release agent-related maintenance and cleaning 
  of the molds
 - Maintenance and operation of the extraction system
 - Post-production finishing of components due to 
  adherence of residual release agent or 
 - Subsequent process steps to permit further 
  processing

 � Other indirect costs

 - Additional cycle time
 - Additional personnel costs for all of the elements 
  listed above
 - Considerable additional process set-up cost associated  
  with the matching of a carrier and the release agent to the  
  intended PUR system and to the rest of the process.

 � One-time costs – Investment costs

 - Release agent station
 - Extraction system

Together with the customer, FRIMO determines the total 
savings potential within the framework of a project-specific 
cost scenario. Previous reference projects show that savings 
of up to 20 % versus the conventional processes are possible.



No release agents!  
And very economical at the same time.

Benefits

 � No use of release 
agents

 � Low ejection forces

 � Permanent /  
long-lasting  
release effect

 � No residual release 
agent on carrier or 
component surfaces

 � Fast and easy  
replacement

 � Minimised cleaning 
requirements

 � Surface structures 
possible

 � Highly robust  
processing

 � Safe and eco-friendly

The use of the PURe Liner makes it possible to 
create robust processes with large-scale serial 
production capability which offer high productivity 
and enhanced part quality. The low operating 
costs and reduced investment for the production 
line result in a very high savings potential. And 
that leads to low manufacturing costs for each 
and every component over the entire life of the 
project.

The PURe Liner system is already being used in 
series production in the automotive industry and 
exceeding expectations relative to the technical 
and economic specifications.
It is possible – and also economically feasible – to 
retrofit existing equipment.

The PURe Liner process is not only suitable 
for the front-foaming of inserted carriers, but 
can also be used in a variety of other soft foam 
applications such as seat upholstery, headrests 
and sun visors, and integral foam applications 
such as steering wheels and gearshift knobs, 
or also energy-absorbing components such as 
bumpers, dampers, pads, etc.

FRIMO is working intensively with Kunststoff-
technik Wiesmayer GmbH to develop the  
PURe Liner further, also making use of the 
capabilities of the FRIMO TechCenter in the 
process. A special test mold which can be filled 
with an extremely wide range of raw material 
systems is available in the TechCenter for 
customer-specific process studies.

Improved carrier sealing

Front-foamed component with opening

Large surface area components with surface 
structure (grain pattern): spray skin

Easy replacement of the PURe Liner

Discrete application of “matt” surface by  
means of the PURe Liner structure

Test mold



FRIMO Group GmbH

Hansaring 1
49504 Lotte
Germany

info@frimo.com

www.frimo.com
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